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Project Overview

This project focus is to assess the accuracy of the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) in estimating noise in both the
vicinity of airports as well as farther afield. The foundation of AEDT noise modeling is based on the Integrated Noise Modeling
(INM) tool, which has undergone a number of validation and verification efforts in the past, specifically at the Denver
International Airport (DIA) and has shown continually improving agreement of modeling with measurement data. During the
development of AEDT, multiple algorithm updates have occurred, and this project seeks to quantify the new noise modeling
capabilities based on comparison to field measurement data from DIA and other airport monitoring systems. The research
team will develop a detailed model validation plan, review the plan with the FAA for concurrence, execute said plan, and
provide recommendations for future AEDT development. The research, once completed, is expected to provide a noise model
validation benchmark that can be used not only to respond to questions on AEDT noise prediction accuracy, but also to allow
the tool development team to prioritize further development of modeling features and enhancements. The research team
will also collaborate with PSU on the assessment of the noise propagation assumptions and the use of higher fidelity weather
data.

Task 1 – Literature Review
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objective

The main goal of this task is to understand previous verification and validation studies done using AEDT. In order to better
understand the functionalities that AEDT offers, a literature review had to be conducted. From previous verification and
validation studies utilizing INM and AEDT, the evolution of AEDT’s functionalities over time will guide this project.

Research Approach

In 1997, a study conducted at DIA resulted in extremely thorough and useful data in terms of verification and validation
studies. This data, as mentioned previously, has been used for multiple different INM studies, and these studies include:
NASA /CR-2000-210112, NASA /CR-2006-214511, and Wyle Report 13-01.
The study conducted by Page et al. in 2000 with the 1997 DIA data focused on how different power prediction methods
would impact INM’s noise prediction calculations [1]. These methods included calculating thrust as a function of velocity
(SAE AIR-1845), calculating thrust as a function of N1 and EPR (SAE AIR-1845), calculating thrust using J. P. Clarke’s Mach
equations, calculating thrust based on aircraft manufacturers’ Fn/δ charts, and finally, calculating thrust as a function of
velocity (SAE AIR-1845) with the coefficients adjusted based on DIA’s altitude. From this, it was determined that the
implementation of the manufacturers’ Fn/δ information resulted in the most accurate noise predictions. As a result, INM’s
noise-power-distance (NPD) curves were updated using the correlating manufacturers’ data.
Another verification and validation study was performed with the same DIA data in 2006 by Forsyth and Follet with a focus
on higher altitude operations, thrust level, and flap and gear configurations [2]. At this point in time, INM offered full thrust
as the only thrust option, so there was an interest in further updating INM’s database with respect to thrust as well as flap
and gear configurations. However, due to DIA being a high-altitude airport, aircraft had limited ability in utilizing reduced
thrust operations, so the difference in noise contours between full thrust and 10% reduced thrust was minimal. It was also
determined that the consideration of flap and gear configurations when calculating noise had little effect as well. In order to

properly include the effect on noise calculation that a high-altitude airport like DIA has, spectral classes were created in order
to correct the NPD data with respect to the atmospheric absorption characteristics detailed in SAE AIR-1845.
A third and final study conducted using the 1997 DIA data was undertaken by Plotkin et al. in 2013 [3]. To incorporate
weather and ground effects, a simulation was performed in the Advanced Acoustic Model (AAM), as INM lacked those
capabilities at this time. By introducing weather data, it was determined that, while atmospheric layering had little impact on
noise prediction calculations for receptors underneath the flight paths, atmospheric absorption characteristics were
incredibly important to accurate noise predictions. In addition, terrain-processing algorithms from AAM and Noise Model
Simulation (NMSim) were repackaged for future implementation within the FAA’s tools.
In May 2015, the FAA introduced AEDT, which was replacing not only INM but the Emissions and Dispersion Modeling System
(EDMS) for emission and performance calculations as well [4]. In the figure below, the architectures of INM and EDMS are
compared with that of AEDT. As a result, AEDT offers more functionality than the legacy models, but further improvement
to the accuracy of noise predictions is still possible. Technical papers ACRP 02-52 and ACRP 02-79 highlight some of these
possible improvements as well as the future of AEDT and its functionalities.

Figure 1. INM and EDMS architectures versus AEDT architecture. [5]
After the introduction of AEDT, the FAA’s verification and validation studies shifted to using AEDT instead of INM, as well as
investigating the future functionalities of the model. Hobbs et al. explored the possibility of including the effects of terrain
within AEDT’s noise propagation calculations [6]. At this point in time, AEDT only allowed for the use of soft surfaces, and
thus, some accuracy in noise prediction was lost. To include these considerations into AEDT, terrain algorithms from AAM
were considered. These algorithms are based in straight-ray theory which was originally developed for optics but has since
been adapted for acoustics. An example of basic straight-ray theory geometry is below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Basic straight-ray theory geometry. [6]
When the type of surface being analyzed changes, this creates a ground discontinuity. An example of geometry with multiple
discontinuities is shown in Figure 3. To account for these discontinuities, the Fresnel ellipse method is used. By creating an
ellipsoid between a given noise source, the point of impedance, and the correspond receiver, the different flow resistivities
for different types of terrain can be weighted with respect to the amount of area a given terrain covers. With these weighted
values, an overall average flow resistivity value for the area within the ellipsoid can be calculated. Figure 4 shows an example
of a Fresnel ellipse in the context of partial obstruction.

Figure 3. Straight-ray theory geometry with multiple ground discontinuities. [6]

Figure 4. Fresnel zone with partial obstruction. [7]
To obtain the flow resistivity values necessary to calculate an overall average value, a database was required, which was
found in the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium’s National Land Cover Database (NLCD). The most
recent edition of the NLCD was published in 2019 and offers land cover information from the years of 2001, 2003, 2006,
2008, 2011, 2013, and 2016 for free use [8]. The data offered has 30 m resolution, which means that each pixel represents
a 30 m by 30 m area, and it classifies terrain into 16 different categories. This information was then input into BASEOPS,
which includes AAM and NoiseMap, to assign flow resistivity values to each of the categories. A visual example of the data
offered by the NLCD is shown in Figure 5 for the San Francisco International Airport (SFO) and the surrounding area, where
the crosshair represents SFO.

Figure 5. Land cover surrounding the San Francisco International Airport. [9]
Within INM and AEDT, the user must define the length of the flight segment, and this can be segmented into smaller lengths
in order to calculate the flow resistivity for each segment that is needed for including ground and terrain effects in the noise
propagation calculations. While investigating these segments, it was determined that decreasing segment length leads to an
increase in accuracy but only to a point. As the segments of the flight track get smaller and smaller, more are required to
model the same total length, which introduces bias to the overall calculation. Figure 5 represents the INM’s standard sound
exposure level (SEL) calculations, where a single flight segment of a length of 10,000 ft is examined with a B737-300 aircraft
at an altitude of 250 ft traveling at 250 knots and producing 19,000 lbs of thrust. It was also assumed that the ground

around the airport was uniform, flat, and soft, in addition to the airport being at sea level with a temperature of 59°F and a
relative humidity of 70%.

Figure 6. Baseline SEL results (dBA). [6]
Figure 7 represents the effect that varying the segment length has on SEL calculations within INM. Here, the same total flight
segment (10,000 ft) is broken into multiple different length segments that were 5,000 ft, 1,000 ft, 500 ft, 200 ft, 100 ft,
and 20 ft. As can be seen in Figure 6, most of this error occurs at either end of the segment and increases as the segment
lengths decrease in size and increase in number. To help correct this bias, lateral attenuation from three points on each
segment was applied at both ends of the segment and the point of closest approach. After applying attenuation, it was
determined that segment lengths of up to 2,000 ft in length were the most accurate with an appropriate level of uncertainty.

Figure 7. Difference between baseline SEL results and varying segment length SEL results (dBA). [6]
Overall, the introduction of variable ground impedance into the noise propagation calculations resulted in attenuation values
that were within 1 dB of the actual measured values when validated using data from the Portland International Airport (PDX),
SFO, and the Oakland International Airport (OAK). As a result of ACRP 02-52, it was recommended that the AAM algorithms
used to apply this information about the terrain be implemented within AEDT’s workflow and that this process should be
relatively simple; however, this functionality is not expected until AEDT’s 2022 release.

More recently, ACRP 02-79 investigated the possibility of including the effects of manmade structures and terrain on noise
propagation calculations and how AEDT’s accuracy would be impacted [10]. Three different models were explored as to their
accuracy with respect to two sets of aircraft data and two sets of highway data, and these models were the US Department
of Transportation’s Traffic Nosie Model (TNM) 3.0, SoundPLAN 7.4 (which implements the ISO 9613-2), and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Barrier Reflections Screening Tool. As a result, it was determined that TNM
3.0 and SoundPLAN 7.4 would be investigated further with respect to AEDT.
To calculate the effects that manmade structures have on noise propagation, the barrier effects models require information
regarding buildings in the area being analyzed. For TNM, both terrain and building information was found using Google
Earth and then used to specify building rows and barriers (such as building facades) in TNM. SoundPLAN 7.4, however, used
terrain data from the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) National Map. The building footprint data was sourced from
lidar data and the heights from Google Earth.
To validate the results found by using TNM 3.0 and SoundPLAN 7.4, data from the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
and the Long Beach Airport (LGB) were used. As a method of comparison, gain/loss factors GLBM were calculated by comparing
the noise results with and without buildings used in the models. Figure 8 details the averages and standard deviations for
each model, as categorized as an arrival or departure operation and whether shielding or reflection effects were stronger.

Figure 8. Resulting statistics from LAX and LGB data analysis with grouping. [10]
Considering Figure 8, TNM shows GLBM values that are consistent with and have the same variability as AEDT. As a result, it
was recommended that TNM 3.0 be repackaged into an entirely new module for AEDT which increases the complexity of its
implementation. Like the terrain algorithms discussed previously, structural effects will not be included in AEDT’s noise
propagation workflow until its 2022 release.
Conclusion
The literature review presented here has provided a summary of recent and past efforts in noise model validation and
verification and will be used by the team.

Task 2 – Data Analysis and Dashboard Development
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objectives

The goal for this research area is to have a comparison between noise modeling options in AEDT against real world noise
monitoring data. This task aims to help with visualizing the differences between AEDT procedures, and their accuracy
compared to the real-world data collected from noise receptors at SFO airport. The objective of this area is, therefore, to
build a dashboard environment that can support the decision-making for assessing the sensitivities and to inform future
modeling improvement in AEDT. Integrating from the main objective, this Task requires (1) collecting data from all different
AEDT runs, (2) choosing the appropriate plots, filters, and highlights to best represent the noise data, flight trajectories, and
flight performance, and (3) building a Tableau workbook that is readily available and consists all the components needed to
best represent the data and benefit the study goals of ASCENT Project 062.

Research Approach

This research area consists of three steps that are presented in the flowchart below.

Data Processing
• Collect data from all AEDT runs
• Extract relevant data
• Load and merge data on to Tableau (via Flight ID)

Dashboard creation
• Show FOQA Flight trajectories for all flights from SFO data
• Show AEDT Noise modelling results plot
• Show flight performance plots
• Show Noise receptor locations map
• Apply filters and highlights for specific flight (ex: arrival vs. departure)

Documentation
• Show how dashboard components are created
• Show the initial set up of the dashboard on a computer

Figure 9. Research approach flowchart for data analysis and dashboard development.
In the following sub-sections, a detailed explanation for each step will be provided. The work is concluded with the
demonstration of the dashboard design and discussions on the key learning points and milestones archived in this study.
Data Processing
The objective of this step was to obtain the relevant data that can be used to show the difference between AEDT data and
real-world aircraft noise data from SFO airport. A team effort was the key contribution to the success of this task. Data
generated by AEDT modeling came from many different runs for an individual flight. The goal was to run as many flights as
possible, then combine them into a library of flight and noise result data to be used in the data visualization process.
The process started with generating data from AEDT software for different flights with different profile groups in AEDT. Once
all the runs finished, the results are saved in a list of text files. Since the study is only interested in specific numbers from
the modeling results, a Python script was used to extract the data and save it into a new data file. The values that were
needed for this study focused on the AEDT numerical noise values of SEL, maximum A-weighted sound pressure level
(LAMAX), the AEDT result test matrix, and AEDT results in performance. In addition to the data generated from AEDT, this
task required real-world data from the SFO airport; fortunately, this data was provided to the study by the SFO noise
monitoring office and available to be used. In this data set, the information includes the Flight ID, the noise level for both
SEL and LAMAX, the flight trajectory, airframe, and operation types. The study was also provided with the data of the SFO
data frames for both arrival and departure flights. These data frames provide the information on the aircraft altitude before
touchdown and after takeoff (ft), the thrust level (lbs), true airspeed (knots), corrected gross weight (lbs), and the distance,
to touchdown or after takeoff, away from the airport (NM). The information on the noise receptor locations was also provided
for this study. This is very beneficial for this study since it will help the team to correlate the locations of the noise receptors
to the type of surface that the aircraft is flying over and how that affects the outcome of the noise data for that flight.
In total, the data processing task resulted in seven separate data files that are used for the purpose of building the dashboard.
Once this step is concluded, these files are loaded onto Tableau to build an interactive dashboard environment.
Dashboard Creation
A dashboard is necessary for the purpose of visualizing the study outcome and makes it easier to assess the effectiveness
of AEDT. The use of the dashboard will allow the team to assess the differences in noise data from different AEDT procedures.

The dashboard will also allow users to see the exact flight correspond to that noise data on a live map. The dashboard will
have multiple filters and highlight features that allow users to choose specific data, specific flight, specific trajectory, or data
point of interest, then show the users what is the exact flight ID of that flight and the trajectory that it flies.
The first step of building the dashboard is to load all the data processed and collected, mentioned in the previous section,
into the Tableau environment. Tableau software is capable of filtering data automatically and merging all the data needed
for this study. The way that we can get the data we want by matching the data from our AEDT results to the data provided
by SFO airport by way of matching Flight ID. Additionally, we can merge data between different AEDT result files by a similar
process, but with “Case Combined ID” in this case. Once all the data files are merged using Tableau, the software is also
used to build data visualization. The dashboard consisted of three main components. They are (1) a section showing the
trajectory, speed, thrust, and weight of the flight for each flight, referred to as the performance section, (2) a section showing
the satellite map of SFO airport with the noise monitor locations and the FOQA flights trajectory, and (3) a section showing
the comparison of different AEDT procedure results with SFO real-world noise data via scatter plots. These components were
combined on one big dashboard environment where they were all interconnected; other filters and highlights features were
also applied. The dashboard will allow users to interact with the data and look at flight-specific data through built-in filters.
Some of the main features include highlighting individual flights, arrival or departure, trajectory relative to the airport, the
real-world noise data, the noise receptors that the flight triggered, and the AEDT noise results. Users can also highlight
specific AEDT procedures to see the difference between that procedure noise results versus the real-world noise data. The
noise data can be seen for all flights, individual flight, or by specific noise receptor as well. This step resulted in the creation
of a working dashboard in which the layout can be seen in Figure 10 below. The three main sections mentioned above are
also highlighted in this Figure.
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Figure 10. SFO noise study dashboard layout for departure.

Figure 11. SFO noise study dashboard layout for arrival.
On the layout of this dashboard, there are a few additional features. There are filters for the date of the flight and airframe.
The reset button on the layout will be used when the users are done with using the dashboard and want to return the
dashboard back to its initial stage. There are also sliders for the altitude after takeoff or before touchdown to help users
with knowing the exact location of the aircraft at the given altitude. The dashboard is usually split into just arrival or
departure. On the dashboard this can be easily changed to either arrival or departure through a filter. An example of a
departure and arrival layout can be found in Figures 10 and 11 above.
Figure 12 shows the filter for a specific flight, what noise monitor that flight triggered, and the noise data for that monitor
generated by different AEDT procedure. Figure 13 then shows how the dashboard allows a user to choose a specific noise
monitor and provide the user with the geographic location of that monitor and the noise data of that exact monitor. This
feature was made to help users see the location of the noise monitor relative to the flight trajectory. In addition to these two
figures, Figure 14 is provided with the purpose of showing how a specific AEDT feature can be highlighted and shown on
the scatter plot. The noise value can be shown by hovering the cursor over any data point on the scatter plot. This highlight
is beneficial since it can tell users how accurate this specific procedure is when comparing to the real-world noise data.

Figure 12. Flight specific filter.

Figure 13. Noise monitor filter.

Figure 14. AEDT procedure highlight.
The creation of the dashboard for this study made it easier for the team and other users to observe the results visually. The
framework used to build this dashboard can also be used for future dashboard versions as the study continues to different
airports around the country. The current version of the dashboard is working and using the data from Project 045 output.
Once the data is fully generated for Project 062, the next version of the dashboard will show the data from ASCENT Project
062. The team is also working on sharing this knowledge with undergraduate researchers to get them involved with future
versions of the dashboard, while also hoping to spark the interest of these students in aircraft noise data studies. The
dashboard will not be possible without the availability of the data generated from AEDT. This research area on data analysis
and dashboard creation, therefore, depends heavily on the work that was done in the next research area on noise modeling
with AEDT. The planning and execution of the noise model validation plan is crucial in ensuring that the data shown on the
dashboard is accurate and provides value added to the goal of ASCENT Project 062.

Task 3 – Model Validation Plan Development and Execution
Georgia Institute of Technology

Objective

The objective of this area is to create a plan to gather data from AEDT in a way that can be compared to real-world data (in
the form of noise monitor data). Given a cursory observation of the options available for modeling within AEDT, the different
ways to model a specific flight can be done in many ways which will be discussed in detail below. The model validation plan
will take these options into account and prioritize them in order of most likely to make a large contribution to noise
prediction. It is important to keep in mind during this plan to adhere closely to how an AEDT user would model an aircraft
flight in order to make the data comparable to how AEDT is used on a day-to-day basis. The execution of the model validation
plan will be done in a way that enables automation, yielding results that can be visualized easily and to provide
recommendations on modeling techniques for future versions of AEDT.

Research Approach
Introduction
The research team has access to noise monitor data and Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) data for flights from
SFO. FOQA data is high-resolution data that is recorded onboard an aircraft during the actual flight and is very reliable. The
amount of noise recorded from a particular flight has been matched with the FOQA flight to match the aircraft configuration
and state to the noise recorded from that operation.
Methodology
The methodology for this research area is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Methodology for Task 3.
Flight Modeling Options
When modeling a flight in AEDT, there are multiple options for almost any settings chosen during a flight. When a user starts
a new study, the first step is to choose a given airport that the flight will be taking off from. During this project, this option
has been narrowed to SFO given that the noise comparison data obtained is from this airport only. For this methodology,
the aircraft chosen has also been narrowed to the Boeing 737-800, although the same considerations for other aircraft would
need to be taken. The end results of this project will also be shown for other aircraft as the noise monitor and FOQA data
contain information for flights with other airframes.
The thrust options within AEDT can be seen in the pre-defined procedures in the FLEET database labelled MODIFIED_RT05”,
“MODIFIED_RT10”, “MODIFIED_RT15”, and “STANDARD”. These procedures are the same except for the additional designation
of a change in thrust between them. The STANDARD procedure contains thrust values for 100% thrust upon takeoff. The
other three procedures use 5% reduced thrust (RT), 10% reduced thrust, and 15% reduced thrust. Thrust settings upon takeoff
and cutback were investigated in ASCENT Project 045 which concluded that other thrust options should be included in AEDT
because operators usually use 15% reduced thrust in real-world operation. It has also been shown that this decrease in
takeoff and cutback thrust results in a 30 % decrease in area of the 80 dB SEL contour for a single aisle aircraft. These thrust
options can be changed by using these different procedures; however, they can also be changed by defining procedures
themselves and using identifiers for 5%, 10%, and 15% reduced thrust. These reduced thrusts and other information are
shown in Figure 16 from Project 045. The final thrust option that is available is the actual thrust from the flight given in the
FOQA data.

Figure 16. Identifiers in AEDT (T, C, F, X, D, and Z) to change thrust definitions within profile definitions.
The procedural options are the “STANDARD”, Noise Abatement Departure Procedure 1 (NADP1), Noise Abatement Departure
Procedure 2 (NADP2), and the FOQA procedure. The NADPs are procedures that have been developed in order to abate noise
near the airport and farther away from the airport by having shallower or steeper trajectories, changes in thrust settings,
and locations for cutback.
The options for the ground track, or the latitude and longitude points on the ground of the aircraft during its flight, are the
Straight in or Straight out Ground Track (depending on departure or arrival) or the FOQA ground track. The weight options
available for modeling are the standard stage lengths which are derived from the distance between departure and arrival
airports. There is also the MODIFIED_AW (modified alternate weight) procedure which has a different weight from the stage
length weights. These modifications have been made because of most airlines flying with larger payload fractions than the
assumption within AEDT (payload fraction = 0.65). ASCENT Project 045 found that airlines usually fly with a payload fraction
upwards of 0.80. Finally, the last weight option that can be used is the weight of the actual aircraft given in the FOQA data.
AEDT has multiple options for ingesting weather data and using it in its calculations. One of the major differences between
AEDT and INM is that AEDT has the capability to use high-fidelity weather data which can come in multiple formats. If
available, this will be provided by the PSU partners in this project from Spire Global.
In its default settings, AEDT uses average airport weather data acquired from the Airport Weather Database maintained by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). These data in the airport database are included based on
yearly averages. Other options for average weather data specific to an airport can be modified for each flight given the
weather experienced by the aircraft during the flight which is available in the FOQA data and also through the Automated
Surface Observing System (ASOS).
The surface options within AEDT have been developed mainly for rotor and propeller aircraft. There is a hard surface and a
soft surface option. These will be considered in a one-off model test to observe any changes in the noise prediction for jet
engine aircraft; however, it is predicted that the differences will be negligible. The flap and gear schedule for modeling in
AEDT has two options: the schedules that are provided with each of the procedures, or the flap schedule defined in the FOQA
data.
Finally, the method used to calculate the noise, the NPD curves, has two options as well: The default NPD curves defined
already in the vehicle definition XML files, or a mode-based NPD lookup designated as NPD+c. All the options and settings
can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Modeling options.
Compatibility Matrix
If one were to create a combination of all these different settings, the outcome would be 17,280 different ways to model one
FOQA flight in AEDT. These flights fall into two major modeling categories: fixed point and procedural. Taking the approach
of modeling these flights, in a way that an AEDT user actually would, allows further narrowing of the combinations of flights
to model. Flights with full FOQA data (speed, altitude, and thrust) will be modeled using the fixed-point profile method within
AEDT; however, modeling flights using the full thrust or STANDARD procedure calls for modeling with a procedural method.
If the fixed-point profile method were to be used when desiring results using, for example, the STANDARD procedure, one
would have to model the STANDARD procedure, extract the performance results, and then plug those results back into a
fixed-point profile for uploading to the FLEET database within AEDT, and finally, the running of another simulation. Given
that an AEDT user would not perform this process, the researchers have decided to remove this option. An image of the
compatibility matrix is shown in Figure 18. Given the choice of procedural modeling, then the amount of combinations is
1296. If fixed-point modeling is chosen, then the number of combinations is 108 for a total of 1404 combinations, which is
15,876 combinations smaller than 17,280.

Figure 18. Compatibility matrix for departure procedural modeling.

Figure 19. Compatibility matrix for departure point profile modeling.
Arrival
The compatibility matrix for arriving flights is less complicated because it has fewer options. Of the procedures specified
in AEDT, arrival only has the STANDARD defined. The thrust can only be one type of thrust as well since the reduction in
thrust is only applied to takeoff and cutback. An option to note that differs between the arrival and the departure matrices
is that the option of NPD+c is available in arrival modeling.

Figure 20. Compatibility matrix for arrival procedural profile modeling.

Figure 21. Compatibility matrix for arrival point profile modeling.
Modeling Automation
Given this large number of modeling combinations, an automated process will be needed to generate the data and output
this data in such a way that is useful for comparison to the noise monitor data. This is achieved through SQL automation
scripts that can execute the modeling of a flight using available FOQA data and various modeling assumptions. This capability
has been leveraged from past ASCENT projects at GT.
Extraction of Weather Parameters
Another primary focus of the ASCENT 062 project was to analyze the weather-specific information available within the FOQA
flight data. These datasets included over 1200 individual flights, which either took off or landed from SFO airport. Each of
these flights included hundreds of measured values regarding aircraft positions and speeds as well as environmental factors
at different points in the flight. These flights were sorted in a MATLAB script in order to manage this amount of information
and were then pared down to analyze only weather-specific parameters for both the landing and takeoff of each flight,
specifically ambient/dynamic/total air pressure, air density, air temperature, dewpoint, and wind direction and speed.
Additionally, information regarding both the landing and takeoff airport was kept, as well as the flight date, such that the
weather data could be analyzed within various subsets of time and location. This weather information is now organized in a
spreadsheet with a pivot table, containing average values of the weather parameters that can be altered to include or omit
values within certain dates. This organized data can be used to compare with the current weather assumptions within AEDT
to determine how accurate of an approximation the software is operating off of currently and determine any improvements
that can be made to reflect more accurately the reality of these flights.
Furthermore, as the FOQA weather data begins to be employed for analysis on individual flights, this spreadsheet and table
allows specific flight information to be pulled, following the necessary format and content of parameters for AEDT:

Figure 22. Weather parameters available in the data.
Readily available within the FOQA data is ID (here represented as flight ID), airport code, temperature, station ambient
pressure, dew point, and wind speed. Since SFO is located 14 ft above sea level, currently the operating assumption is that
the takeoff or landing elevation (depending on which correlates to SFO) provides a close enough approximation to sea level
to fulfill this parameter. Finally, relative humidity is a function of temperature and dew point. After running an analysis to
ensure temperature and dew point have an appropriate relationship—temperature never exceeds the value of dew point for
any of the datasets—the value of relatively humidity can also be calculated; therefore, the FOQA data provides a complete
set of the necessary parameters for AEDT, and these values are now readily available for any given FOQA flight, extractable
from a complete spreadsheet using a simple MATLAB script.
Following the extraction of weather parameters, the modeling options highlighted earlier will be pursued, respecting the
constraints imposed by the compatibility matrices. The results obtained from the automated modeling runs will then be used
to update data in the developed dashboard.

Task 4 – High Fidelity Meteorological Data
The Pennsylvania State University

Objective

One of the challenges in validating aircraft noise models is knowing the state of the atmosphere during field tests. In
collaboration with the industrial partner Spire Global [www.spire.com], PSU plans to provide the relevant high-fidelity
meteorological data to support the AEDT noise model validation work being conducted by GT.

Research Approach

Spire Global has launched a fleet of low Earth orbit satellites that will provide virtual soundings of the atmosphere worldwide.
As additional satellites are being launched presently, the new meteorological data eventually will have a spatial resolution of
1 km by 1 km parallel to the ground, and a vertical resolution of 500 m, for every hour of the day. In short, the GPS signals
sent out by other satellites are refracted (bent) by the atmosphere, and the Spire satellites analyze the data to provide virtual
soundings. This could provide a very useful resource giving high-quality meteorological data for aviation studies.
For the noise model validation work, the project team is looking at the flight data and the noise monitor data for SFO. The
PSU team learned from the GT team that the data is available from January 2018 to August 2019. The PSU team then
requested Spire Global to provide a sample of the high-resolution meteorological data for the period of interest. During the
interaction with Spire Global, it was learned that their meteorological data had an improvement in quality/resolution around
August 2019. To assess if the low-resolution data before August 2019 was good enough for use in Project 062, Spire Global
shared the data for three dates (July 30, 2019; August 30, 2019; and September 1, 2020). After receiving the sample data
from Spire Global, it was established that they did have the high-resolution data beginning at least as early as July 30, 2019.
Out of the variety of the data bundles provided by Spire Global, the "Aviation" and the "Upper-air" data bundles are found to
be useful for Project 062 work. Both data bundles provide the temperature, the relative humidity, and the two components
of horizontal wind (eastward and northward). Other variables provided by the bundles are not of interest for Project 062
(e.g., potential for aircraft icing). Table 1 summarizes the resolution of the data provided by the two bundles.

Table 1. Resolution of the Spire Global meteorological data.
Spire Global Data Bundle

Horizontal Resolution

Upper-air bundle

0.125° in latitude and
longitude
[11-14 km (near KSFO)]

Aviation bundle

0.125° in latitude and
longitude
[11-14 km (near KSFO)]

Vertical Coordinate/
Resolution
Data available at 19 isobaric
levels (non-uniformly
spaced geopotential
heights)
Data available at 36 specific
altitudes above the mean
sea level
[from 3048 m to 13716 m
(every ~305 m)]

Temporal Resolution
1 hour

1 hour

As a first step, the PSU team has written a Python script to read and extract the meteorological variables of interest from the
sample files provided by Spire Global. To demonstrate the ability to read and extract the data, four grid points close to the
KSFO airport were chosen from the horizontal grid contained in the Spire Global data. The locations of the four selected grid
points and the location of the KSFO airport is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. A map showing the location of KSFO airport and the four selected grid points from the rectangular grid.
Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the four meteorological variables of interest from the "Upper-air" and the "Aviation" bundle,
respectively. The data shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 is for July 30, 2019 00:00 UTC. Note that the vertical coordinate for
the data from the "Upper-air" bundle is Geopotential height (Figure 24). This is different from the vertical coordinate for the
data from the "Aviation" bundle, i.e., altitude above mean sea level (Figure 25). The four different markers and colors used
in Figure 24 and Figure 25, correspond to the four grid points (shown in Figure 23) from the rectangular grid of the
meteorological data. The four grid points are 11-14 km away from each other so, as would be expected, there is not a lot of
variation in the meteorological variables obtained at these grid points (see Figures 24 and 25). This exercise has
demonstrated that the PSU team can read the data from Spire Global and is able to extract the meteorological variables of
interest for the locations and times of interest (constrained only by the resolution of the data). PSU will continue to work with
GT and the other team members to move forward in carefully considering this and similar data in Project 062’s AEDT
validation efforts.

Figure 24. Data from the "Upper-air" bundle for July 30, 2019, 00:00 UTC. The symbols for the four locations are given in
the legend above. (Data courtesy Spire Global)

Figure 25. Data from the "Aviation" bundle for July 30, 2019, 00:00 UTC. The symbols for the four locations are given in
the legend above. (Data courtesy Spire Global)

Milestones
N/A

Major Accomplishments

(Note that the Project started in July 2020.)
Literature Review
•
Completed literature review in November 2020.
•
Compiled databases for future ASCENT projects.
•
Created a literature review repository.
•
Created a literature review summary.
Data Analysis
•
Completed a fully functional dashboard, ready to be loaded with new data from Project 062.
•
Full documentation on the creation of the dashboard workbook.
•
Transferred knowledge to undergrad researcher.
•
Uploading new AEDT data, once enough cases are run, on the next updated version of the dashboard.
Model Validation
•
Identified all possible model validation combinations.
•
Set up a preliminary model validation plan including a compatibility matrix to identify compatible combinations.
•
Identified variations in weather conditions within the available data.
PSU Accomplishments
•
Conducted analysis on preliminary data available from Spire Global to assess its usefulness for project.
•
Identified the resolution of the available data to communicate with team for use in validation tasks.

Publications
N/A

Outreach Efforts

Bi-weekly calls with the FAA, Volpe, and ATAC. Bi-annual ASCENT meetings.

Awards
None

Student Involvement

Ana Gabrielian, Emily Lembcke, Vinh Bui – Graduate Research Assistant, Georgia Institute of Technology
Harshal Patankar – Graduate Research Assistant, The Pennsylvania State University

Plans for Next Period

The primary focus for the next period will be:
•
Continue running AEDT cases and gathering the resulting data for different case combinations for a multitude of
selected flights.
•
Organize the results into the built dashboard to allow trade studies to be conducted for both arrival and departure
procedures.
•
Assess sensitivity of AEDT modeling outputs to variations in weather introduced via the modeling options
identified this year.
•
PSU plans to continue working closely with GT to identify aircraft noise events of interest for validating the publicly
available version of AEDT. Once the aircraft noise events are identified, PSU in collaboration with Spire Global will
provide high-fidelity meteorological data to be used in the validation study. For this, the aircraft trajectories and
locations of the noise monitors provided by the GT team will be used to extract the relevant meteorological data
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